Mirrored Sims Tutorial
How to Make a Painting - Advanced


You will need: 

	Transmogrifier (Tmog)
	Graphics program capable of resizing and skewing images with layer capabilities
	A folder to store your working files
	A painting base

A picture to frame
	A picture of a frame (optional)
	The Sims game


Notes: 
Always use Maxis paintings or custom painting bases. Do not use someone else's paintings unless the creator has said they may be cloned or used as bases.

To find a specific Maxis painting to use as your base, search for the word 'paintings', then look in each of the 'paintings' items that comes up. Maxis paintings are grouped together by the expansion pack they were included in.

If your painting has text that you want to be readable in both front directions, you will need to make sure your chosen base will work for that. An easy way to tell is to look at the painting in your game from both of the front directions. If the painting 'flips' (is mirror reversed in one direction), rather than revolves (the painting turns so specific details are always on the same side), then it won't work for text. In Tmog, if the painting has the 'flip' box checked in two of the views, then it won't work for text. Paintings need to be 4 rotations for text to work.

This tutorial is for an 'advanced' painting - including multi-tile paintings, changing a picture's shape or size and adding a frame to a painting. Please see the 'beginners' tutorial for instructions about making a single tile painting that is the same shape and size as the base used. 

Making an advanced painting is often quite straightforward. You can expect to make one in about half an hour to an hour. Most of this tutorial is the same as for a basic one tile painting with changes or additions about advanced options or techniques.


Steps:

First you need to find a suitable base for your new painting, so go into your game and look through the paintings available to you for cloning/recolouring. Test them on walls until you find one that is closest to the size and shape you need. If you want to make a multi-tile painting, make sure that you choose a base with the same number of tiles. Make a note of the painting's name and description so you can find it again.

	Close your game, then open Transmogrifier (Tmog). 
Important Note: Do not try to open Tmog while your game is running as that can cause file corruption.


	Locate the painting you chose, then clone it by selecting it, then clicking on the 'Clone Object File' button. Type in a file name for your new painting and click 'OK'.


	Select your new painting object, then click on 'Export Object File'. Your choices here will depend on what you want to do. Once you're happy with your options (detailed below), click 'OK', then browse to where you want to save your exported files. Click on 'Save' and sit back and enjoy as Tmog works its magic to turn your object file into a folder of graphics for you to work with. 

	If your new painting will be a different size or shape to the original, uncheck the 'Just Change Colours' box. You will also need to check one of the four options underneath. I usually select the 'One Zoom, All Channels' option for the initial export. If the results aren't good enough, you can always do a second export after the item is made, to improve the graphics for the smaller zooms. 
	If your painting has more than one tile (multi-tile), make sure the 'Smooth Small Zoom Edges' box is either greyed out or unchecked. Leaving it checked will create lines in your painting.

For multi-tile paintings, unchecking the 'Create Sub Directories' box can make things a little easier for you as you will only have to get sprites from one folder, rather than one folder per tile.
'Automatic Channel Generation' will be greyed out if you choose 'One Zoom, All Channels', however if you went for another option keep both boxes checked. Paintings require the Far Z Buffer.

	You'll come back to Tmog later, but for now close it and open your graphics program, then open a new file. This will be your work area, so make sure you give yourself more than enough room for what you need to do. It's good practice to save this file right away, then keep saving it every now and then as you work, just in case.


	Open the picture that is to be your new painting. Copy it, then paste it as a new object/layer in your work area. Do the same if you have a picture of a frame that you want to add to your painting.


	Open all of the images you exported earlier that end with _p. These images are called 'P Sprites' and they should all show the base's painting on a yellow background. If you're using a flipped painting, you'll have 2 P sprites, front and back, per tile. If you're using a revolving painting, you'll have 4 P sprites per tile.


	If any sprites are entirely yellow, it means the painting is backless - invisible from behind. See below for your options. When you have open only the sprites you want to make changes to, for each one, mask all of the yellow background, then invert the mask so only the painting is selected.

	If the painting is backless and you want it to be, close the yellow sprites.
	If the painting is backless but you want it to be visible, refer to the next tutorial for full instructions.
	If the painting isn't backless but you want it to be, refer to the next tutorial for full instructions. 
	If the painting isn't backless and you want to keep the back view as it is, close the back view sprites.

If the painting isn't backless but you want a new texture, leave the back view sprites open.
	If the painting isn't backless but you want to recolour it, leave the back view sprites open.


	Sprites come out of Tmog in 'Indexed Colour', also known as '256 colours', 'Paletted Colour' or '8 bit colour depth'. While you can work just fine in that, some programs use '24 bit colour' or 'RGB colour' as default, so check what your program uses. Most graphic/art programs can convert an image between several formats, so you may wish to convert your sprites into '24 bit colour/RGB colour' before the next step. 


	When you're happy with your mask and colour format, copy and paste each sprite's masked area as a new object/layer in your work area. Keep the sprites open as you'll need them again very soon. 


	Back in your work area, there's an extra step at this point for multi-tile paintings. Each sprite covers one tile. So for the full painting, you need to assemble the tiles that make it up. Once all of the images are pasted into the file, sort out which one goes where and assemble them into the base painting. Be very careful to make sure the pieces have no overlapping areas. From this point on, treat the parts together as one image.


	You now need to mask your base painting areas where you want your new painting to appear. If your base painting has a frame, you can mask inside it so your new painting will also end up framed, otherwise mask all of it. How you do it will vary depending on your program. My program has an option to create a mask from an object, so I usually use that if it doesn't have a frame I need to keep.

	For a multi-tile painting, you need one mask that covers all of the pieces.
	If you want to change your painting's size or shape, make the mask the size or shape that you want. 
	If you want to add your own frame, mask the entire painting and work through the steps to make your frame first, then repeat from this step onward for the painting. When you repeat for the painting, start by masking the area inside your new frame for your painting, not the whole image.


	Now it's time to resize your picture to fit the base object! There are a few ways to do this, but they all start off the same way. Make a copy of your new picture and work with this copy so you have your original safe, in case you make a mistake and need to start over. From this step on, when I say 'picture', I mean this copy.


	Position your picture so it's over the masked area, aligned with one side and matching one top corner of the original painting, then move the copy 2-3 pixels up. 


	Most graphics programs allow resizing by clicking and dragging the resize handles in the corners and middles of the sides, top and bottom of images, but you may need to find another way to do it if your program doesn't have that feature. However you do it, you need to resize the picture until it is the same width as the masked area of your base painting.


	Next you need to resize the picture again, this time until it is 2-3 pixels past the bottom of the side it's lined up with. You should end up with your picture resized to the same width as your masked painting, but 2-3 pixels larger at top and bottom than one side of the mask.


	If the image has distorted, it means the proportions of your base weren't the same as your new picture. A little distortion is fine and will look fine in the end, but if the distortion is really bad, you can fix it by moving the middle side (if the image is stretched up and down) or middle top/bottom (if the image is stretched out to the sides) resize handle out until you're happy with the image.


	If you have a second base painting sprite to work with (for a non-flipped painting), the good news is that you don't need to go through all that again. Just copy your end result from step 17 and you're good to go! 


	For the back views (if there are any), it's up to you if you keep them as they are or change them. If you change them, just repeat steps 13 to 17 for a complete retexture, or skip from step 12 to step 20 for a quick recolour.


	By this point, you should have your original base painting sprite or sprites masked where you want your new picture to be and your new picture, back view texture or frame should be resized to fit across the masked area with a height slightly larger than one side of the mask. If you're doing a recolour of an existing back view, then it should be masked. If you're doing a back view recolour, do it now. How you do it will depend on both what you want to do with it and what your graphic program is capable of. If you only have front sprites to deal with, or you're retexturing the back view instead of recolouring it, go to the next step.


	It's skewing time! Select each of your resized pictures and follow your program's instructions on how to skew. The angle needed is + or - 27 degrees, depending on the base painting's direction. If the first try goes the wrong way, undo it and try again the other way. You'll end up with your new painting skewed so it fully covers the masked area of your base painting image. 


Note: Remember how I said to add 2-3 pixels at the top and bottom when you were resizing for the height? Well this is why: The game doesn't use a specific angle degree. Instead, it uses '2 pixels across, 1 pixel up/down' to get the angle for all of the game items, including paintings. The resulting angle is between 26 and 27 degrees. Most art/graphic programs can only skew to whole number degrees, so when you skew to 27 degrees, the top and bottom of your image will be slightly off to the angle your new painting needs to be. If you skew an image that is exactly the right height, you'll find it won't completely cover the masked area. By adding those extra pixels, you gain enough leeway to cover the mask. It's only a little thing, but it can save you a lot of time and tedious adding of single pixels to the final painting. This is especially important with multi-tile paintings, as the difference in the angle is more obvious over the longer length of such paintings.

	You're almost there! Now you have your skewed picture and your masked base painting image. Line your picture up so it covers the mask. If you resized your painting to fix up image distortion, your picture may be quite a bit larger. Only the masked area of your picture will end up as your new painting, so adjust it now until you're happy with it. When you're ready, you need to 'clip' your picture to the mask. The exact term will depend on your program, but basically you need to erase all the bits of your picture that are outside the masked area. Most art programs have a 'clip/shape/cut to mask' feature, or something similar, so you only have to click a button/menu item and your picture will be cut down to fit the mask. If you can't find anything like that in your program, don't worry, there is another way. You can also invert the mask, then use your eraser tool to erase all of the picture that you don't need. You'll end up with a picture that fits your base painting. However you do it, you should now have your new painting! Almost.


	Remove the mask.


	If you're doing a single tile painting, skip this step. For multi-tile paintings, make as many copies of your new painting as the number of tiles it covers. Align each one over the whole base painting with all parts in place. For each part of the base painting, mask only that part, then 'clip to mask' one of the copies. The goal is to end up with your new painting divided into the same parts as the base painting.


	If you're using your own frame, repeat Steps 12-24 with your painting before continuing on. When you're ready, copy your new painting, your new frame or one part of your new painting. If you kept the original painting's frame, copy both your new painting and the original base painting together. 


	Paste into your object sprite. My art program has a feature that lets me paste directly into a masked area, if your program doesn't have something similar, then you'll need to move your new painting until it covers the original on the sprite. If you're not changing the size or shape, make sure it covers it exactly! If you get a warning about colour, read it carefully and do what it says. If it says that your pasted image isn't in the right format, convert your sprite to 'RGB/24 bit colour' and try pasting it again. 


	You should now have your new painting where your old painting was.

	If you're making a multi-tile painting, each sprite should have a part of your painting.
	If you're changing the size or shape of your painting, use the original painting as a placement guide. If your new painting is larger, continue on from the next step. If it's smaller and some of the original painting is visible, paint over it with the same yellow as the background. You should end up with only your new painting visible against a yellow background.


	Remove the mask, then 'Merge Down' all layers/objects. Some programs call this process 'Flattening'. You need to combine all of your objects with the background image. In this case, you're combining your new painting image with the sprite. If you have a new frame, make sure it's the top layer before you start this.


	If you converted your sprite from 'Indexed/Paletted/256 Colours/8 bit colour' mode, then you now need to convert it back again. P Sprites (sprites with the object on a yellow background) all need to be in this mode in order to work in Tmog. See your program's help files for detailed instructions if you need them.


	If you haven't changed your painting's size, then go on to Step . If you have, then your next step is to mask all of the yellow background. Do not invert the mask this time. Do this for all of your P sprites.  


	Earlier, you only opened your base painting's P sprites. Now, open the rest of the sprites. You should have 2 sprites for each P sprite. One ending with _a and one ending in _z. These are A sprites and Z sprites and they control the painting's size and shape. 


	In each P sprite, copy the masked yellow background, then paste it in each A and Z sprite that corresponds to that P sprite. Make sure the pasted background is centred on the sprite and covers all of it, then mask it. You can then delete the pasted background, leaving behind a mask of the exact shape of your item. 


	For each A sprit,e make sure that the masked background area is pure black. Then invert the mask and make sure the new masked item silhouette area is completely white. If you want smooth edges around your painting, use either a Guassian blur at its lowest setting or lightly run a blur/blend tool around the outside edge of the silhouette so the white blends in a little with the black background while still keeping within the silhouette mask. 


	For each Z sprite, make sure that the masked background is pure white. Then invert the mask and make sure that the new masked item silhouette area is completely filled with graduating grey. Use the grey shade nearest any part that needs to be filled in. You will need to check your painting in your game to make sure the z's are all right, but that's covered by another tutorial. For now, just do the best you can. 


	When you have your sprites all done, save and close each sprite. That's it for the arty stuff.


	Back in Tmog, select your new painting file, then click 'Import Object File'. It should open in the folder you saved your export in. Click 'Open', then wait for Tmog to do its thing and click 'OK' when it's done.


	Click on 'View Object' to view your new painting. Isn't it lovely? If you changed the shape or size, you might need to reposition it. If you need any help, check my repositioning tutorial. Once you're satisfied with your painting, click 'OK' to get back out of the object view window. 


	Click 'Edit Object' to set your new painting's catalogue name, price and description. Where it says 'Language', that means the details will only show in the language chosen. If you want anyone using any language in their game to see your painting's details, click the 'Set All' button beside it, then click 'OK'. 


	If you changed your painting's shape or size, check it in your game to see if you need to adjust the Z buffers. If not, then you're all done.


Congratulations, you have now successfully made a more advanced painting for your Sims 1 game! 


